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Abstract We perform an ab initio analysis of the photo-
isomerization of the protonated Schiff base of retinal (PSB-
retinal) from 11-cis to 11-trans rotating the C10-C11=C12-
C13 dihedral angle from 0° (cis) to -180° (trans). We find
that the retinal molecule shows the lowest rotational barrier
(0.22 eV) when its charge state is zero as compared to the
barrier for the protonated molecule which is ∼0.89 eV. We
conclude that rotation most likely takes place in the excited
state of the deprotonated retinal. The addition of a proton
creates a much larger barrier implying a switching behavior
of retinal that might be useful for several applications in
molecular electronics. All conformations of the retinal
compound absorb in the green region with small shifts
following the dihedral angle rotation; however, the Schiff
base of retinal (SB-retinal) at trans-conformation absorbs in
the violet region. The rotation of the dihedral angle around
the C11=C12 π-bond affects the absorption energy of the
retinal and the binding energy of the SB-retinal with the
proton at the N-Schiff; the binding energy is slightly lower at
the trans-SB-retinal than at other conformations of the retinal.

Keywords Deprotonation . DFT. Isomerization . Light
activation . Retinal . Schiff base . TD-DFT. Excited state
potential energy

Introduction

Light plays a vital role in many biological systems. For
instance, photosynthesis in plants, vision in animals,
communication in protozoa and bacteria [1, 2], orientation
and migration of microorganisms by phototaxis [3],
acceleration of biochemical reactions and transduction
processes that trigger ultrafast initial events by promoting
conformational changes on enzymes previous to catalysis
[4], activation by ultraviolet radiation of photoreaction of
provitamin D3 [5], and a large amount of other examples.

On the other hand, rhodopsin, the most conspicuous
protein in vision, has been studied extensively and its light
transduction phenomena have already been biochemically
described [6]. Rhodopsin is bonded to a retinal chromo-
phore; the initial step of the visual signal transduction is the
isomerization of the 11-cis-protonated Schiff base retinal
(11-cis-PSB-retinal) by light energy absorption [7]. The
photon absorption of 11-cis-PSB-retinal promotes a confor-
mation change toward the trans-PSB-retinal form, including
similarly, deprotonation of the Schiff base at the side chain of
Lysine296. The very early stage of the photocycle in retinal
is the isomerization of the C11-C12 π-bond with smaller
changes of other torsion angles distributed over the length of
the conjugated chain. Regarding the possible isomerizations,
the following mechanisms have been reported for retinal:

(a) The single bond rotation whereby only the rotation of
the C11=C12 double bond is considered, but the
twisting of 40°, for instance, it is enough to change
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some properties such as adiabatic potentials, absorp-
tion wavelengths and dipole moments, in addition to
the geometry [8].

(b) The bicycle pedal-like, which is a progressive cis-trans
isomerization cascade of the polyene chain toward the
isoprenoid tail, yields the all-trans isomer. In addition,
an all trans retinal intermediate is produced from the
11-cis, 12-s trans conformation [9].

(c) The hula-twist method, which consists in the simulta-
neous twisting of a pair of adjacent isomerizable π- and
σ-bonds rotating somehow in opposite directions. Twist
of C10-C11 and C12-C13 bonds in the same direction
[10]. Unlike the bicycle pedal, the hula twist changes its
direction because the bond twisting. This may occur in
different types of polyenes.

(d) The twist sharing model, in which the isomerizable
double bond (C11=C12) and single bonds rotate
somehow in opposite directions. In this model, the
C11=C12 bond rotates counterclockwise while the
contiguous C9=C10, C10-C11 and C12-C13,
C13=C14 rotate clockwise in opposite direction [11].

(e) The asynchronous bicycle-pedal or crankshaft, also
more properly, asynchronous crankshaft coordinate
[12, 13], in which the -C9=C10- and -C11=C12-
bonds rotate in opposite directions as in the twist
sharing model, but the -C9=C10- bond is blocked when
the 19-methyl group interacts with the surrounding
aminoacids of rhodopsin [11].

However, first principles studies of the transduction
mechanisms remain unexplored, e.g., effects such as
phononic, photonic, and tunneling in the photoactivation
of biomolecules [14, 15]. In this work, we describe the
single rotation around the C11=C12 bond by first principles
calculations.

Methodology

Biological model: retinal chromophore bonded
to rhodopsin protein

The apoprotein pocket, a polypeptide chain that binds to its
specific prosthetic group, plays an important role in the
stabilization of the retinal structure. Retinal can twist around
its double bonds by the absorption of photon energy. This
twisting is self-controllable due to the steric interaction of the
retinal methyl groups with the protein environment [16]. For
instance, the Trp265 remains stabilized in the cis-retinal
conformation because the steric constraint exerted upon the
C20 methyl group of the retinal [17]. When this constrain
disappears and the trans-PBS-retinal is formed, the C20-
Trp265 contact changes to C19-Trp265 [18, 19]. The protein

also has a counterion switch that neutralizes the PSB-retinal
during its photoisomerization (cis-trans). In dark conditions,
the positive charge of the 11-cis-PSB-retinal is neutralized by
Glu113 and by Glu181 when the all-trans-PSB-retinal is
present (after light exposition) [20]. Figure 1 shows the
framework formed by rhodopsin (cartoon format) and its
ligand retinal (light blue residue in licorice format).

The photoisomerization of the retinal into the rhodopsin
protein is faster (less than 200 fs) than the non bonded retinal
(several ps) [21] because the steric interaction [22, 23] and
rotating moment between electric dipole moments of methyl
groups of PSB-retinal can promote fast isomerization upon
light absorption [24]. After the photoisomerization, the
methyl groups and the β-ionone ring are reoriented and lead
the deprotonation of the Schiff base causing the H-bond
network disruption among the Trp265, Phe261, Tyr268 and
Glu181 residues (Fig. 2). Even far from the retinal moiety,
there is an important interhelical ionic lock composed by
Arg135-Glu134 and Arg135-Glu247, which are modified by
the retinal isomerization due to the displacement of the
flexible helix-6 [25, 26]. However, the connection between
the protonation/deprotonation of the ionic lock to the
protonation/deprotonation of the Schiff base linkage is still
unclear [27].

We approach the biological photoelectric phenomena
that takes place in rhodopsin from an atomistic first
principles theory applied to several kinds of related systems
reported elsewhere [28–30], i.e., density functional theory

Fig. 1 The retinal chromophore bonded to rhodopsin, which is
composed of seven-transmembrane α-helices (PDB code, 1U19).
Colors encode the secondary structure of the protein
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(DFT). Then, followed by a time-dependent DFT (TD-
DFT). A better understanding of biomolecules allows us to
propose them in sensors as explained in [31–34]. Thus we
perform ab initio calculations using DFT [35–37] and TD-
DFT [38] using the GAUSSIAN-03 [39] and GAUSSIAN-09
[40] programs. The energy of the PSB-retinal and SB-retinal
isomers are minimized in order to get local minima using the
hybrid B3PW91 functional [26, 41–43] and the 6-31+G(d)
Pople’s basis set, which was constructed by adding diffuse s
and p functions to the standard 6-31G(d) basis set [44–46].
These methods have been widely tested in several types of
systems from molecular electronics [28–30, 47–53], catalysis
[54–57], energetic materials [58–64] to biological systems
[32, 33] yielding acceptable results very close to chemical
accuracy when they are compared to available experimental
results [65].

We calculate the ground state and the vertical excitation
energy of the PSB-retinal isomers, rotating the C11=C12
double bond of retinal which includes the protonated Schiff
base (Fig. 3). The rotation is carried out in steps of 10°
from 0°-180° to the dihedral angle C10-C11=C12-C13,
fixing the four atoms at each angle to maintain the dihedral.
The absorption spectrum is characterized by the vertical

excitation energies, which are calculated by the TD-DFT at
each point of the rotation interval.

Results and discussion

This photoisomerization study of the retinal compound
includes the ground state and the first vertical excited state
analyzed at each retinal conformation in steps of 10°
rotations around the C11=C12 bond constraining the
positions of atoms 10, 11, 12, 13 (Fig. 3) to be fixed and
allowing all others to relax toward a minimum energy. The
constraining of the atoms is done in order to obtain faster
results as all these calculations are computationally demand-
ing. Later on, we perform optimizations keeping just the
dihedral between two planes of atoms fixed and allowing all
other coordinates of the four central atoms and all other atoms
of retinal to relax during the energy minimization. Comparison
of constrained and unconstrained results does not show large
differences (vide infra).

Ground state (S0) of protonated Schiff base retinal (PSB-
retinal): The PSB-retinal is found more stable at the all-
trans-retinal conformation. Its energy difference with
respect to 11-cis-PSB-retinal is 4.96 kcal mol-1 (Table 1).
The isomerization of PSB-retinal from 11-cis- to all-trans-
retinal shows a transition state (TS) when the rotation around
C11=C12 bond reaches 90°. The imaginary frequency at 90°
(C10-C11=C12-C13 dihedral) corroborates the transition state
of this isomer; its energy difference with respect to all-trans-
PSB-retinal is 1.01 eV. Besides, it shows the lowest
HOMO-LUMO gap (2.04 eV).

Also the C=C bond stretching mode is very intense in the
all-trans-PSB-retinal isomer. Table 2 and Fig. 4 show the
small upshift of the C=N vibration, which means that the

Fig. 3 Protonated Schiff base (PSB) of retinal structure bonded to
Lys296 in dark condition. Rotational dihedral angle: C10-C11=C12-C13

Fig. 2 Partial view of the aminoacid pocket surrounding the retinal
with the protonated Schiff base of Lys296 in rhodopsin (1U19, PDB).
Retinal is in CPK form (red) and the aminoacids are color-encoded:
Lysine296 (blue), Glutamic acid 113 and 181 (red), also H-bonds
(dashed blue bars)

Table 1 Optimized structure total energies (hartrees) of the cis and
trans conformations (with respect to the C10-C11=C12-C13 dihedral
angle) of PSB-retinal and their energy difference (kcal mol-1)

Compound Energy C10-C11=C12-C13
dihedral angle

11-cis-PSB-retinal -834.40046 Ha 0.09°

all-trans-PSB-retinal -834.40783 Ha -179.88°

energy difference 4.96 kcal/mol

Table 2 Infrared frequencies of the 11-cis-, transition state, and all-
trans-PSB-retinal. Stretching modes (ν). Frequency values are in cm-1

Mode 11-cis-PBS-retinal TS-PSB-retinal all-trans-PBS-retinal

ν(C=C) 1563 1581 1567

ν(C=N) 1717 1717 1718

ν(N-H) 3601 3608 3601
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isomerization of C11=C12 does not affect the C=N bond
length. There is a downshift of the C=C stretching frequencies
among the isomers, indicating the lower bond order of C=C.

The molecular orbital analysis at ground state corroborates
that the electronic structures of the PSB retinal-conformers are
delocalized mainly at the polyene chain (Fig. 5). The shape
and location of the frontier orbitals is similar among the
retinal conformations with the exception of the PSB-retinal
with dihedral angle of 80˚ (not shown). In this case, the
HOMO populates the end of the polyene chain while it is
absent in the methyl groups of the β-ionone ring.

There is an enhancement in the density of states (DOS), at
around -14 eV (Fig. 6). This is actually the region that
embraces most of the changes in the spectrum due to rotation
of the dihedral C10-C11=C12-C13. The highest peaks in the
DOS for 11-cis- and all-PSB-trans-retinal are at the same
level of energy (-14.04 eV); however, the transition state
shows a shift to -13.52 eV due to the rotation around
C11=C12 bond. Thus, we suggest that the electrons located
around the energy range (-14.02 to -13.52 eV) are affected
by the torsion of the C11=C12 bond.

Vertical excited state (Sv) of protonated Schiff base retinal
(PSB-retinal): The isomerization from 11-cis- to all-trans-
PSB-retinal promoted by the photon energy yields confor-
mational changes causing electron density rearrangements.
The PSB-retinal isomers simulating the rotation of the
dihedral angle yield excitation energies from the singlet
ground state (S0) to the lowest singlet vertical excited state
(Sv), from 2.18 to 2.36 eV (Fig. 7a).

The lowest energy absorption occurs during the
C11=C12 torsion at 90° (transition state) and the highest
at 180° (all-trans-retinal-PSB-retinal), similar to the results
reported in [66]. The curves we obtained are slightly
asymmetrical, with slightly higher excitation when the
dihedral angle approaches to the all-trans-PSB-retinal
conformation (Fig. 7b).

The vertical excitation of the PSB-retinal causes electron
excitations from HOMO to LUMO. However, this simple
analysis is insufficient to predict the absorption energy of a
compound at S0 by just considering the HOMO-LUMO gap
energy, because there are other contributions due to the
multi-determinant nature of the wavefunction.

Table 3 shows the contribution of each particle-hole pair
by a set of coefficients. All the isomers show a maximum
absorption at the green region. It shows a maximum oscillator
strength (1.46) when the dihedral angle C10-C11=C12-C13 is
at 80°.

The first vertical excited stated for the isomers with
dihedral angles of 80°-100° includes only yHOMO→y’LUMO

transitions (Table 3), corresponding to the lowest absorption
energy; whereas for isomers with other orbital contributions,
the absorption increases in energy to extreme values, i.e.,
when the dihedral angle is approaching values of 0° or 180°.
The isomers with dihedral angles of 0°, 10°, 60°, 70°, 170°,
180° and 210° involve excitations into the y’LUMO, resulting
in significant contributions from both ψHOMO-1 and yHOMO.
In contrast, the excited states for the isomers with dihedral of
20°-50° and 110°-160° lead to weak transitions.

The vertical transition energy of 11-cis-PBS-retinal of
2.30 eV, calculated at the TD-B3PW91/6-31+G(d) level, is
close to the one reported at the CASPT2//MP2 level of
2.28 eV [67] and for the all-trans-PSB-retinal, our result of
2.35 eV is also close to the TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d) [68].
Upon the vertical excitation of the PSB-retinal isomers, the
Sv state has a dominant hole-pair (ionic) character, similar
to that reported in [69].

There are significant changes in the transition dipole
moment magnitude due to the isomerization from the 11-cis-
to all-trans-PSB-retinal and are proportional to the oscillator
strengths. However, there is not any correspondence with the
progression of the C11=C12 twist. Figure 8 shows a
maximum value of the oscillator strength at 80° and a
minimum at 10° of the dihedral angle C10-C11=C12-C13.

Fig. 5 Shapes of the LUMO
(top) and HOMO (bottom) of
the PSB-retinal conformers for
several values of the dihedral
angle C10-C11=C12-C13 when
maintaining fixed the position of
the four atoms and relaxing all
the others. Isovalues for the
MOs are 0.05 au

Fig. 4 Infrared spectra of the 11-cis-, transition state-, and all-trans-
PSB-retinal at ground state. ■ 11-cis-PSB-retinal ■ TS-PSB-retinal
■ all-trans-PSB-retinal
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What is striking from this vertical excitation calculations
is the similarity of the shapes of the singlet ground and first
excited states of the molecule when the dihedral rotation
keeps the four atoms fixed as indicated in Table 3. Rostov
et al. [70] reported an inverted potential-energy curve for
the first excited state of the retinal chromophore as a
function of the rotation around the C11=C12 double bond.
They find the minimum at 90° and the maxima near 0° and
180° using the CAM-B3LYP functional. For the excited state,
they get a similar shape to the ground state potentials surface
using the B3LYP functional. We decide to check why such a
curve is different even when the B3PW91 is able to get the
conic intersections of the C2H4 molecule (Fig. 9).

As expected, the B3PW91 yield the minimum at 90° for
C2H4 excited state. Notice that most of the curves are
symmetric with respect to 90° thus only this range is
calculated. For these calculations (Fig. 9) we do not
constrain the position of the four atoms making the fix

dihedral angle. Thus all atoms are free to relax, except the
dihedral angle as indicated in Fig. 9. The smallest molecule
(C2H4) yields the largest barrier of 2.99 eV. The next one
correspond to H2C=HC-HC=CH-HC=CH2 (C6H8 in Fig. 9)
the rotation through the central double bond yields a barrier
of 1.44 eV almost half of the C2H4 excited state. We could
say that as long as the molecule becomes larger the
delocalization is larger and so the barrier decreases. We
checked whether the effect of the N or the six member ring
produces the inversion of the curve but we finally realize
that the presence of the proton, to some extent, in the
delocalized chain is what finally produces the inversion of
curve. Perhaps the presence of the proton decreases even
further the initially strong delocalization around the central
double bond.

Needless to say, the calculations to obtain the potential
surface of the first excited state are very time consuming
and require a lot of care even when the molecules are
relatively small. All coordinates are allowed to optimize
freely at each point of the dihedral angle. This is different
from what is done to obtain the results shown in Fig. 7, in
which the four atoms making one of the dihedral angles are
frozen allowing all other atoms to freely optimize the total
energy. In the results of Fig. 9, the four atoms are not frozen
but just the angle of two of their planes. One plane forces
the two carbons of the double bond and the other two atoms
connecting the first atom to be planar. The other plane
includes the two atoms of the double bond and the two
atoms connecting the second carbon of the double bond.
The angle between these two planes with their four atoms
each constrained to be planar is scanned from 0 to 90°.
Although some of the curves are incomplete, the trends
indicated by them, already provide information on their full
behavior.

The NH2 group attached to the end of the chain is where
the extra proton is added. Even when we just add the HN,

Fig. 6 Density of states (DOS) of the isomers 11-cis- (blue),
transition state (green) and all-trans-PSB-retinal (red) at ground state.
Occupied states are from the HOMO (H) to the left, and unoccupied
states are from the LUMO to the right. Energies with the highest
density of occupied molecular orbitals are shown for the three
isomers. Regions where the blue curve is not shown are because of
the strong overlap with the red curve

Fig. 7 (a) Relative energy of the isomerization at the ground state (S0)
and the first vertical exited state (Sv) of the protonated Schiff base
retinal as compared to the all-trans-PSB-retinal energy. The difference
between the Sv and S0 states corresponds to the absorption energy.
The energy of the reference corresponds to the energy of the all-trans-
PSB-retinal at 190° (-834.40437 Ha). (b) Absorption energies of the

PSB-retinal conformers for the torsion around the C11=C12 bond. The
ground state potential curve is obtained by optimization the isomers at
every 10° keeping C10, C11, C12 and C13 atoms (Fig. 3) fixed. Then
a single point TD-DFT is performed at each optimized geometry to get
the vertical excitations
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in order to have a neutral system, the maximum takes place
at 0° or in the case of retinal ground, excited, and vertical
states go into the positive side slightly. In all cases we try
when the charge of the molecule is positive, the minimum
at 90° disappears from the excited state surface and
becomes a maximum.

Therefore, a very special switching behavior is predictive
from data in Fig. 9. The lowest rotational barrier (0.22 eV)
takes place when retinal is neutral, in its excited state. The
barrier increases sharply when the excited neutral goes to the
ground state (2.15 eV). These values are in high contrast to
the barrier of the retinal cation which is within 0.9 and
1.0 eV for the excited state and ∼1.26 eV for the ground
state. Thus rotation should occur when the molecule is
neutral in its excited state, which is not the normal state of
the molecule at dark conditions. A concerted reaction of
photon absorption and deprotonation justifies the rotation
starting from dark conditions and therefore the ejection of the
proton after a photon with the right wavelength strikes the
molecule.

As a comparison with shorter neutral molecules, the
rotational barrier for the excited state (singlet) of C2H4 is
2.98 eV; it decreases for C6H8 to 1.44 eV and to 0.67 for
C12NH14 and approaches zero as the molecule is longer but
still neutral. For all cases the cations show larger barriers
increasing in barrier as the molecules become shorter. The
retinal shows barriers of 1.26 and 0.89 eV for the ground
state singlet and excited singlet, respectively. Other cations
such as C15NH20, C12NH15, and C9NH12 yield barriers of
1.00, 0.88, and 2.15 eV, respectively; although a few more

Dihedral angle (°) Absorption energy (eV) Involved MO transitions f

-30 2.30 -0.1599(H-1→L)+0.5534(H→L) 1.2480

-20 2.30 -0.1651(H-1→L)+0.5546(H→L) 1.2084

-10 2.30 -0.1689(H-1→L)+0.5554(H→L) 1.1858

0 2.30 0.1704(H-1→L)+0.5557(H→L) 1.1816

10 2.23 0.1695(H-1→L)+0.5636(H→L) 1.0491

20 2.24 -0.1671(H-1→L)+0.5626(H→L) 1.0786

30 2.25 -0.1635(H-1→L)+0.5609(H→L) 1.1265

40 2.27 -0.1579(H-1→L)+0.5590(H→L) 1.1921

50 2.28 -0.1487(H-1→L)+0.5569(H→L) 1.2699

60 2.29 0.1330(H-1→L)+0.5551(H→L) 1.3558

70 2.29 0.1087(H-1→L)+0.5541(H→L) 1.4293

80 2.27 0.5538(H→L) 1.4616

90 2.20 0.5530(H→L) 1.3783

100 2.24 0.5557(H→L) 1.3220

110 2.28 -0.1118(H-1→L)+0.5562(H→L) 1.3596

120 2.28 -0.1367(H-1→L)+0.5565(H→L) 1.3600

130 2.28 -0.1527(H-1→L)+0.5571(H→L) 1.3436

140 2.27 -0.1673(H-1→L)+0.5579(H→L) 1.3308

150 2.27 -0.1673(H-1→L)+0.5579(H→L) 1.3309

160 2.27 -0.1697(H-1→L)+0.5578(H→L) 1.3391

170 2.27 0.1704(H-1→L)+0.5573(H→L) 1.3499

180 2.35 0.1710(H-1→L)+0.5588(H→L) 1.3015

190 2.33 -0.1663(H-1→L)+0.5508(H→L) 1.5091

200 2.34 -0.1630(H-1→L)+0.5508(H→L) 1.5087

210 2.34 0.1480(H-1→L)+0.5508(H→L) 1.5077

Table 3 First vertical excited
state of the protonated Schiff
base retinal isomers at several
dihedral C10-C11=C12-C13
angles; the geometries are opti-
mized for the ground state con-
straining the fours atoms at fixed
distances of 1.434, 1.367, and
1.451 for the C10-C11, C11-
C12, and C12-C13, respectively;
and at angles of 130.8 and 132.2
for the C10-C11-C12 and C11-
C12-C13, respectively. At each
single point on the ground state
surface the vertical excitation is
calculated using TD-DFT yield-
ing the absorption energy, main
involved excited determinants
with the highest occupied
molecular orbital (H) and the
lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (L), and oscillator
strengths (f)

Fig. 8 Oscillator strength of the first vertical excited state versus
transition electric dipole (with respect to the origin of coordinate) for
the isomers of the PSB-retinal. Transition electric dipoles are in
Debyes. C10-C11=C12-C13 for the case when the four atoms are kept
fixed making the specific dihedral angles, which are shown in the
curve in degrees. The regression equation is f=0.5181p - 1.2048 with a
correlation factor of 0.9843
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points are needed to complete the first two curves, their
qualitative behavior is what really has importance for this
group. The calculations on smaller molecules may certainly
mislead any prediction of the behavior of retinal.

Figure 10 shows that all conformers absorb at green
visible region (577-492 nm). However, at violet region
(455 nm-390 nm), the transition state of the PSB-retinal
(90° dihedral angle C10-C11=C12-C13) lacks absorption.
The new deprotonated state (all-SB-trans-retinal) absorbs in
the violet region with higher intensity compared with the all
trans-PSB-retinal (Table 4), in agreement with [71]. The

absorption maximum calculated for the cis-PSB-retinal
(540 nm) by TD-B3PW91/6-31G(d) overestimates the
experimental value in the rhodopsin protein (500 nm) [72]
due perhaps to absence of the counterion aminoacid, as
explained in [73].

Conclusions

We find that the retinal molecule has a higher probability to
rotate when its charge state is zero and it is in its excited
state; barrier is ∼0.22 eV as compared to the barrier for the
protonated molecule which is in the range of 0.9 eV. We
conclude that rotation takes place in the deprotonated
retinal. The addition of a proton creates a barrier implying
a switching behavior of retinal that might be useful for
several applications in molecular electronics. The interaction
of light with 11-cis-PSB-retinal causes configurational
changes and favors its deprotonation at the N-Schiff base,
incrementing the absorption of light at the violet region.
Thus, we conclude that the absorption energy activates the
deprotonation of the chromophore, regardless of the absence
in the calculation of the counterion aminoacids. The
transition state of the photoisomerization from 11-cis- PSB-
retinal to all-trans-PSB-retinal occurs at 90° dihedral C10-
C11=C12-C13, which does not absorb around 400 nm.
However, the absorption energy depends on the configura-
tion and the protonated state of the retinal. During
isomerization, there is a rearrangement of electron density
due to the rotation around the C11=C12 bond. Since under
light absorption, isomerization and deprotonation occur
simultaneously, it is appealing to explore the likelihood of

Fig. 9 Potential energy surface of retinal and other related molecules
around the C=C bonds, including ground and first singlet excited
states as well as neutral and protonated states. All energies are relative
with respect to their energy at 0°. S1 and S0 are calculated by rotation
of the central C=C double bond scanning the angle between two
planes containing the two double-bonded atoms, where one plane
contains also the two other atoms connected to the first carbon of the
double bond, and the second plane contains the two atoms connected
to the second carbon. Sv and S0** are calculated by freezing the four
atoms which make the dihedral angle allowing all other atoms to
freely optimize the total. The inset shows the S0, S1, and T0 of C2H4

where the three curves are relative to the ground state singlet at 0°

Fig. 10 Visible spectra for the cis-PSB-retinal (blue), TS-PSB-retinal
(green), trans-PSB-retinal (red) and trans-BS-retinal (dashed red)

Table 4 Energy absorption of the protonated 11-cis-, transition state
and all-trans-, and the unprotonated all-trans-Schiff base retinal

Compound Maximum energy
absorption (nm)

Second region of energy
absorption (nm)

1 11-cis-PSB-retinal 540 400

2 TS-PSB-retinal 560 -

3 all-trans-PSB-retinal 520 400

4 all-trans-SB-retinal 550 400
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using light sensitive molecules as molecular logical circuits
to develop photo-electro-sensors or photo-devices.
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